I. INTRODUCTION
In these few decades, the rapidly-increasing vehicle number and factors of road situation, driving environment, and human attention make a large amount of traffic accidents and casualties. If there is a mechanism to help drivers to detect the road situation and driving environment, and then provide useful information to warn drivers in these situations, the danger is therefore avoided. The advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) are actively developed to help drivers avoiding the possible dangers and assist drivers to drive in special environments [1] . Blind spot detection (BSD) system is a mechanism of ADAS for assisting driver to change lane. If there are near vehicles on the destination lane where the host vehicle want to change into, the system will alarm drivers to stop changing.
A beneficial BSD system should have the properties: accuracy, stable, high-speed execution, and low price. Two kinds of BSD systems have been developed to detect overtaking vehicles; one is radar-based systems and the other is vision-based systems. The radar-based systems are stable and have good performance, but the size is large, the detection function is limited, and the price is very expensive [1] - [3] . The vision-based systems capture a consequence images for Manuscript received May 12, 2014 ; revised June 28, 2014. This work was supported in part by the National Science Council, Taiwan under the grant of the research project NSC 100-2221-E-008-115-MY3.
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detection; moreover, both static and motion information can be used in the detection process. The static-feature detection methods extract features such as corner points, edge points, and underneath shadow of vehicles to detect possible approaching vehicles [4] - [9] . The motion detection methods used motion information such as optical flow to detect approaching vehicles on a side lane with various speeds [10] - [12] .
The main challenge of the vision-based detection methods is to adapt various weather conditions and environment situations. The static methods may get false alarm to the static objects, build shadows, and traffic signals on ground. The optical-flow vectors provide the motion information for detecting relative moving vehicles; however, only using optical-flow features cannot detect the similar-speed side vehicles [13] , [14] . Moreover, different-length optical flows may not always be detected in a long distance range of approaching vehicles on the side lane.
Steolo et al. [15] proposed a vehicle detection method using optical flow and Kalman filter. At first, they detected edge points; these edge points are then clustered into groups. Third, they calculated the optical-flow vectors of the edge points in each group. Fourth, the optical flows of groups were used to generate vehicle candidates. At last, a support vector machine (SVM) algorithm was used to recognize whether a vehicle candidate is a front part of a vehicle or not. The detection rate of the method is dependent on the training samples for the SVM. An approaching vehicle has different appearances in various distances; this fact influences the recognition rate of the SVM algorithm. Moreover, the similar-speed vehicle needs extra Kalman filter to decide; the process is time consuming and more complicated.
To benefit the performance of BSD systems, we here separately use static and motion features to detect approaching vehicles and then combine the detection results to improve the detection rate and reduce false alarm rate. The proposed blind-spot detection system is described in Fig. 1 . The system consists of four stages: estimation of weather-adaptive threshold values, multi-resolution optical flow detection, static feature detection, and detection decision.
The proposed approach possesses the following properties. (i) We specially deal with the used threshold values such that the proposed system is able to adapt various weather conditions. (ii) The special-deal threshold values also make the proposed system being not influenced by building shadows and traffic signals on ground. (iii) We use multi-resolution optical flow to extract moving vehicles such that vehicles can be detected in far or near distance. (iv) We combine static and motion features to detect vehicles such that the similar-speed side vehicles can also be detected. (v) The static and motion features are sequentially treated to detect moving vehicles and reduce the false alarm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed method is presented in Section II. In Section III, experiment and their results are reported to demonstrate the performance of the proposed methods. At last, the conclusions are presented in Section IV. 
II. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The procedure of the proposed system is sequentially presented as follows. Before vehicle detection, the detection area in images is defined as shown in Fig. 2 (a) to avoid the interference of objects on the background. Moreover, to concentrate the local detection and to distinct different threaten degrees, the ground detection area is further divide into four far to near regions R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , and R 4 as shown in Fig.  2(b) , where the ground detection area is included in the detection area to specify targets on the ground.
At different distances to the host vehicle, the side vehicles have different sizes on images; this is called the perspective effect in images. At long distance, the side vehicle appears small and is detected unstable. If we release the threshold value, many false alarms may then arise. That is, the perspective effect always influences the detection rate. To improve the performance, we define a distance weighting function to compensate the perspective effect. If j is the vertical coordinate of images, the distance weighting function w(j) is defined as
where length (j) is the length of a line segment within the ground detection area at j vertical image coordinate as shown in Fig. 3 , where partial length (j) is outside of image. 
A. Estimation of Weather-Adaptive Threshold Values
In this study, we used three threshold values to judge edge pixels, lane marks, and underneath shadows of vehicles (USV); however, the threshold values are variant to the weather conditions. Here we provide a 2D histogram analytic method to adaptively extract the three threshold values.
An (1D) intensity histogram is a number distribution of intensity of pixels in an image. The proposed 2D histogram is similar to the traditional 1D histogram but with two independent variables; one is intensity and the other is gradient magnitude, as one example shown in Fig. 4 (b) . The origin of the 2D histogram is the lower-left corner, the horizontal axis represents different intensities of pixels, and the vertical axis represents different gradient magnitudes of pixels. The brightness of a point in the 2D histogram represents the number of pixels with specific intensity and In general, only four materials: asphalt road surface, lane marks and traffic signals, underneath shadows of vehicles (USV), and vehicle bodies appear in the ground detection area. Moreover, the pixels of every material show similar gray level and then form a normal (Gaussian) distribution in brightness. Lane marks and traffic signals on the ground are brighter than asphalt road surface and have sharp edges. Underneath shadows of vehicles are always darker than road surface. Vehicle bodies may brighter or darker than road surface; they cannot be separated by brightness, but they have different gradient magnitudes. Based on the above facts, we want to find the threshold values to separate the four materials on the ground detection area.
The pixels on the ground detection area are represented by a multivariate Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to model their distribution in the 2D histogram. At first, 2D histogram is smoothed by a bilateral filter to eliminate noise but preserve the edge information. Second, the parameters of GMM are estimated by means of the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to maximize the posterior probability [16] . Assume that there are K Gaussian functions and the k-th Gaussian function is represented by 
where
is the posterior (conditional) probability for a given pixel x i belonging to the k-th model G k at the t-th step, p t (x i | k) is the prior (conditional) probability of x i while x i is selected from the k-th model.
The recursive refinement is executed until sum of the model error is less than a pre-defined threshold value. One 2D histogram is then modeled by a Gaussian mixture model and shown in Fig. 5 .
Consequentially, the largest group N i (i.e., the Gaussian function whose  i is largest) is selected as the decision group (DG) which will be used to find the three threshold values.
The threshold values are decided as shown in Fig. 6 .
If  = ( x ,  y ) and  = ( x ,  y ) are the mean and standard deviation vectors of the largest 2D Gaussian model, respectively, then the three threshold values T imin , T imax , and T e are determined as
T e =  y + 2 y , where T imin is used separate the asphalt road surface and underneath shadows of vehicles (USV), T imax is used to separate the asphalt road surface and the lane marks/traffic signals, and T e is used to extract significant edge pixels which will be used to compute valuable optical flows. Before motion and static feature extraction, the pixels belonging lane marks or traffic signals on ground are pre-eliminated to reduce false detection. 
B. Multi-Resolution Optical Flow Detection
Optical flow is the main feature for detecting approaching vehicles. Multi-resolution optical flows were estimated by the least-squared version of L-K differential optical flow estimation method [17] . The optical flows are estimated from significant edge points and the edge points are selected based on the pre-determined edge threshold value T e described in the last section. 
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The procedure of optical-flow detection consists of three main stages: estimation, filtering, and clustering. In the estimation stage, the ground detection area is divided into three subareas as shown in Fig. 7 3 . Multi-level optical flows are estimated by a coarse-to-fine strategy and the coarser optical flows have been propagated to the finer level to calculate finer optical flows such that a long range of optical flows can all be extracted. . At last, all remained positive and negative optical flows are clustered into groups by a simple clustering method. The results of positive and negative optical-flow groups are shown in Fig. 8 . In the figure, the red blocks are positive groups and blue blocks are negative groups.
To concentrate the local detection and to distinct different threaten degrees, a detection mechanism is proposed based on the extracted positive optical flows.
In the detection area, we accumulate the numbers of positive optical flows in every detection regions R i , i = 1, .. , 4. If R i has more than m optical flows, we say that there is a vehicle candidate in R i and then increase a i by one. Initially, a i is zero. As the time is progressive, the captured images are sequentially detected one by one. If a vehicle candidate appears in R i , a i is increased by one until a i equals six; if there is no vehicle candidate in R i , a i is decreased by one until a i equals zero. At any minute, if condition
is met, one approaching is said to be detected based on the motion features. 
C. Static Feature Detection
To avoid the false detection of similar-speed vehicles from motion-feature detection, we continuously uses two static features: underneath shadow of vehicles and sum of edge magnitudes to extract all possible vehicle candidates on the ground detection area. Based on the defined threshold value T imin described in Section II-A, the pixels whose gray levels are less than T imin are classified as members of underneath shadow of vehicles. These pixels are then clustered. If any detection region R i has a significant cluster of underneath shadow pixels, a vehicle is then detected.
The underneath shadow is unclear in dark hours; underneath shadow cannot be used to detect approaching vehicles. However, there are head light of approaching vehicles in the dark hours. Thus, the edge clusters ca be used to detect approaching vehicles in the dark hours. Based on the defined threshold value T e described in Section II-A, the pixels whose gradient magnitudes are greater than T en are classified as significant edge points. If any detection region R i has a significant number of edge points, a vehicle is then detected.
D. Detection Decision
To compensate the perspective effect, the gray levels and edge magnitudes in all above detection criteria are need to be
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III. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed approach was conducted to demonstrate the performance of blind-spot vehicle detection. All experimental RGB color images were captured from a waterproof digital camera; they are all in size of 320240 pixels. The digital camera was mounted below the right-side wing mirror. The proposed methods were implemented by C language with standard ANSI C library on a general PC, Intel Core 2 Duo P8700 2.53 GHz CPU with Microsoft Windows 7 operation system. The source code was also complied to execute on an embedded system TI DaVanci DM6737 to evaluate the execution performance. There are totally 4,268 images in eight weather conditions or environment situations for examination. These conditions and situations are Sunny day, cloudy day, tree shadow influence, high-speed approaching vehicle, in tunnel, traffic sign on ground, at night hour, and heavily rainy day. Samples of detection vehicles in the eight conditions and situations are illuminated in Fig. 9 .
The detection performance is quantitatively evaluated by theory of statistical hypothesis testing. Four relations between detection results and the actual situation: true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) are represented in Table I . From the definition, the accuracy of detection is given as
The experimental results are summarized in Table II . The overall accuracy is 95.67 %. The accuracy of the sunny days and cloudy days are higher than that in night and heavily rainy day. The sunny days and cloudy days have the highest accuracy in four weather conditions: Sunny day, cloudy day, at night hour, and heavily rainy day. The road surface is dusky and unclear in the night and heavily rainy days; all features: optical flow, edge, and underneath shadow, are unstable to be detected. Thus the accuracy is not so good.
From the experimental results, we can find that all four environment situations: tree shadow, high-speed approaching vehicle, in tunnel, and traffic sign on ground, do not influence the detection rate of our blind-spot detection.
The proposed system was executed on the mentioned personal computer. We got the average execution time for one frame is about 28 milliseconds. The numbers of feature points (edge points) in sunny and cloudy days are greater than that in night and heavily rainy days; thus the execution time in sunny and cloudy days is slightly greater than that in night and heavily rainy days. 
IV. CONCLUSION
A blind-spot detection system was proposed in this study.
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The proposed blind-spot detection system consists of four stages: estimation of weather-adaptive threshold values, multi-resolution optical flow detection, static feature detection, and detection decision. The proposed approach has the following properties: (i) The approach is adaptive to various weather conditions. (ii) The detection is not influenced by building shadows and traffic signals on ground. (iii) The detection is not influenced by complicated background due to the pre-defined detection area. (iv) Multi-resolution optical flow is used to detect vehicles in far or near distance. (v) Multi-resolution optical flow is able to detect various-speed approaching vehicles. (vi) Static and motion features were proposed to detect vehicles such that the similar-speed side vehicles can also be detected. (vii) The static and motion features were sequentially treated to improve the detection rate and reduce the false alarm.
